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Hello
L O T I

31.5 million people travel to London each year. It is one of the fastest growing permanent populations in the world. So how do people know what 
is worth doing when they are here? We can tell you what the emerging bands are, what supper clubs to visit and who the fashion influencers 

are…we aim to create experiences, stories to share and moments to remember.

Born from a love of unlocking hidden gems in a big city, London on the Inside connects people to local and global brands, discoveries and 
experiences. Founded by Jules Pearson and Ben Smith, LOTI is driven by people who know their industries and their audience, inside out. 

Back in 2010 we decided to start a ‘blog’, being new to London and wanting a platform to share our excitement for discoveries across the capital. 
Since then we have grown our brand, with a highly regarded website and strong social media presence. We feed the curiosity of those looking 

for experiences and insight that suit their own individual lifestyle.

Along the way we've even picked up the odd accolade, having been named one of the Top 12 Tweeters from around the globe by Twitter and 
one of the top 5 blogs by ELLE.  Oh, and we also have a monthly feature on the Time Out blog. 

Yes, our fingers are well and truly on the pulse.



AUDIENCE
We built our audience from scratch, with no investment and no paid for gains, just good old fashioned hard work 
and word of mouth. We are an authentic voice, we are still the people writing this and we therefore engage with 

our audience in a natural and organic way. We believe in the vision we have as a brand and vet every 
partnership carefully, as the relationship we have with our audience is extremely important to us.

The majority of our audience is made up of Londoners living in London, but we also cater to regular city visitors 
from around the UK and the world.

Here’s the top line;
72% of the LOTI’s audience is made up of 18-34 year olds and 

we have 375,000 followers across Twitter, Instagram & Facebook.



Gender 
Male 40%

Female 60%

Monthly 
Pageviews 
500,000+

Unique 
Pageviews 
250,000+

Twitter 
Followers 
283,000+

Facebook 
Fans 

10,900+

Instagram 
Followers
89,000+

Newsletter 
Subscribers 

16,900+

United Kingdom
83%

London 66%

Europe 
12%

USA 
5%

Audience
L O T I



Online Advertising
L O T I

DISPLAY SPONSORED

Advertise your brand messaging, 
products or offers through ad 

placement units on LOTI.

Extend the reach of your brand 
message or activity through a one 

off piece of branded content or 
series of branded features.



Bring awareness to your brand or activity through ad units over a sustained period of 
time. These ads display across all category pages, mobile/devices as well as units within 
the LOTI newsletter.

Display Media
L O T I



Display Media Pricing

Mini Display
Package
£400

+ 20,000 impressions 
MPU/Leaderboard
+ 25,000 impressions 
Billboard/Half page

Medium Display 
Package
£800

Big Display
Package
£1,500

+ 45,000 impressions MPU/Leaderboard
+ 45,000 impressions Billboard/Halfpage
+ 1 x Newsletter Banner

+ 75,000 impressions 
MPU/Leaderboard
+ 75,000 impressions 
Billboard/Halfpage
+ 2 x Newsletter Banner

Newsletter
Banners
From £250

Newsletter banners can be placed in our 
Wednesday weekly mailout.

L O T I



L O T I

As a regular advertising partner for Converse, we 
promoted their new range for the Chuck Taylor All Star 
II.

Converse

Display Media

Key Stats

50,000 impressions delivered 

3 x higher  the than national CTR average.

G-Star
Working with G-Star we highlighted their new 

Autumn/Winter 2016 collection

Display Case Studies

Key Stats

30,000 impressions delivered 

2 x higher  than national CTR average.



Sponsored Content
L O T I

Curated in the distinctive style of LOTI’s tone of voice, we have the eyes and ears of our 
readers. Sponsored content is a guaranteed way of getting your message out to an 

audience who takes note. Packages include:

Homepage Placement
1 x Newsletter Inclusion

4 x Twitter shares
1 X Boosted Facebook (x amount added to fee)

Specific 
Delivering the messaging 

from a press release.

Bespoke
Creating a concept around 
an objective and tailoring 

the campaign to meet your 
needs.

Prices are on a case by case basis, through a conversation where you can talk to us 
about what you want to achieve and our role in doing that.

We can work with your brand to hit specific objectives that develop and communicate your 
messages throughout the LOTI platforms. Extend the reach and engagement through a 
series of bespoke branded features, that include social media support across Twitter & 

Facebook, as well as homepage placement and newsletter inclusion.



Content Series
L O T I

Gain exposure across the LOTI channels by collaborating on content.

We can work with your brand to hit specific objectives that develop and communicate your messages throughout the LOTI platforms. Extend 
the reach and engagement through a series of bespoke branded features, that include social media support across Twitter & Facebook, as 

well as homepage placement and newsletter inclusion.

Small
Bring your brand 

messages to life over 
three branded LOTI 

features.

Medium
Get three articles on LOTI 
with a dedicated mailout 
to the full subscribers list

Large
Go big and get four 

bespoke LOTI features 
and two dedicated 

mailouts.

Prices are on a case by case basis, through a conversation where you can talk to us 
about what you want to achieve and our role in doing that.



SOCIAL HUB
Curate Your Story

 A social powered storytelli
ng platform...



Key Features
Content Curation

Take over the LOTI embed with your brands hashtags for a 
week, fortnight, one month or longer. This offers fresh new 

content, keeping up to date with the latest developments and 
movement throughout a campaign.

Native Tiles
Add your native tiles to the LOTI embed. These are premium 
units, custom format, that beat the ad blocker and can include 

videos or animated gifs. 

Custom Native Tiles 
More interactive native tiles like a "subscribe to newsletter" or 

a live stream, or trigger for an overlay page to deliver more 
content.

Custom Hub
This can live within an article, on its own unique page for 
example: kenzoxhm.loti.com or across multiple pages or 

sections i.e Style, Eat etc...

Key Benefits
What is the LOTI Social Hub? Well, it is a social powered storytelling platform that lets you capture 
trends and converts audiences. Our social hub curates content shared on the social web to tell 
engaging stories pulling together via hashtags from influencer feeds.

We can capture and convey the real-time experience of trending events and topics to create 
on-brand sponsored experiences for the campaigns you want us to deliver. Your brand audience 
are already involved, they help create this story and we pull together the best, most striking, 
original and viral content to showcase your message in a powerful and visual way.

These tiles can also be used to display ads and video content that point users and customers to 
another web page. We have found that there are 30% more ad impressions and have measured 
up to 10X CTR to regular banners.  Native ads also beat most common ad blockers. All content 
retains its native social interactivity to increase dwell time, returning visitors and engagement

http://cocktailweek.loti.com/


Example…

Kenzo & H&M have collaborated on a new collection. On the 
week of the release they take over the LOTI feed showing a 
world of media from a brand perspective as well as how it is 

being received by the customer.

Within this curation there is sponsored video content and also 
native ads, which offer a ‘call to action’ directing people to buy 

the new collection online.

Social Hub
Create Your Story



THREE
Curate your unique hub to appear on a specific 
LOTI page.

2 weeks £3500
PLUS: 
Article feature on LOTI
Homepage placement
Newsletter inclusion
Twitter + Facebook Social Media Support 

1 month £4900
PLUS: 
Feature article on LOTI
Homepage feature placement
1 Newsletter inclusion
Twitter + Facebook Social Media Support 

Per Quarter £11500
PLUS: 
Monthly featured article on LOTI
Homepage feature placement
Monthly Newsletter inclusion
Twitter + Facebook Social Media Support 

Packages...

TWO

Content curation of LOTI Social Hub
Two weeks

PLUS:
Sponsored article feature on LOTI 
Homepage feature placement 
Newsletter inclusion
Twitter + Facebook Media Support 
Price: £1600

FOUR
Embed curation of LOTI Social Hub native tile 
display + custom native tiles across the entire site

2 weeks £6750
PLUS: 
Article feature on LOTI
Homepage placement
Newsletter inclusion
Twitter + Facebook Social Media Support 

1 month £9750
PLUS: 
Feature article on LOTI
Homepage feature placement
1 Newsletter inclusion
Twitter + Facebook Social Media Support 

Per Quarter £14950
PLUS: 
Monthly featured article on LOTI
Homepage feature placement
Monthly Newsletter inclusion
Twitter + Facebook Social Media Support 

ONE

Content curation of LOTI Social Hub
One day
Price: £200

Content curation of LOTI Social Hub
One week
Price: £900



ADD ONS
Newsletter Mailout

1 x Dedicated newsletter take over
Newsletter subscribers 15,000+

Cost: £1000

Competition Placement
A further way to engage our readers would be to include the chance to win products or an experience. Data capture available.

Cost: £250 
FREE OF CHARGE with any package



Case Study | MONOPOLY



INTRODUCTION
To celebrate the 80th anniversary of Monopoly and the release of the new Global 
Edition, LOTI were chosen to be the London Monopoly Ambassador and secure 
London a position on the board, as cities from across the world went head to head 
in an International vote.

INSIGHT
Londoners are a very proud and patriotic bunch but they need to be nudged in the 
right way, in order to galvanise them into action - we knew we had insight and 
understanding on how to do just that.

WE LOVE LONDON!
Our shared passion for London lay at the heart of our idea - we issued a rally cry 
to our audience and created a community to get behind the challenge and bring 
the silver home! Knowing exactly how to influence our readers, we used 
everything from pictures and videos, to links to current news articles, across all of 
our platforms, ensured that our content was engaging and relevant rather than 
just a constant instruction to vote. 

RESULTS

● Some of London’s most prestigious brands, businesses and Londoners 
helped bring attention to our campaign including Time Out, Evening 
Standard & Londoner Clerkenwell Boy

● We secured interviews on two local radio stations, Hoxton Radio & Absolute 
Radio

● Despite having one of the smaller populations, London had one of the 
biggest votes recorded which was a direct result from the interaction from 
LOTI.

● All of this culminated in us achieving our goal and London being added to 
the global 80’s anniversary edition!

CASE STUDY

Monopoly



Case Study | AMEX



INTRODUCTION
Chosen as an Ambassador by American Express in conjunction with their #mysecretcity campaign 
LOTI were tasked to come up with a list of inspiring ‘hidden gems’ in London that strayed away from 
the obvious. These places had to be ‘free’ to appreciate and were displayed on an interactive digital 
map hosted by Amex.

INSIGHT
We knew that #mysecretcity was the perfect fit for LOTI’s brand values. Our audience equally share 
our passion for London and everything happening in the city and, most importantly, we know that 
they love to share these secrets! 

UNLOCKING YOUR SECRET LONDON
Our audience are already highly engaged. However, for this campaign, we decided to turn things on 
their head and make them our extended editorial team.

As our roving reporters, we asked our readers to unlock their secret gems sharing images of their 
hidden gems using the hashtag #mysecretcity across Twitter, facebook & Instagram. This way the 
campaign worked across  several social media platforms and fed back to our features on the site. 
With readers who are just as passionate about London as we are, we achieved a real ‘community 
spirit’ to #mysecretcity. Our campaign places LOTI readers at the very heart of it. 

RESULTS

● LOTI are key influencers within London and Amex used us to kick start the campaign 
knowing how engaged our audience are with us

● Overall the campaign lasted 2 months and delivered a number of hidden gems to feature 
on the digital map

● LOTI were interviewed on BBC London Breakfast Show as an Ambassador of the 
#mysecretcity campaign

● LOTI & our audience were the biggest contributor to the digital map
● LOTI helped generate coverage and engagement across social media alongside the BBC & 

BuzzFeed
● Drove traffic to the digital map
● Increased Amex social followers and mentions

AMEX



INTRODUCTION
To celebrate their 75th anniversary Air New Zealand 
asked us to promote a special deal offering return 
flights from London to Auckland for just £75 each

Our feature highlighted the offer and directed traffic 
to STA Travel where tickets would be on sale as well 
as the social media pages of Air New zealand which 
brought awareness to a competition for a select few 
to win tickets.

The feature saw phenomenal amount of interest 
which resulted in our feature trending on Twitter.  

CASE STUDY

Air New Zealand

198,109
173,932
0:03:45

WEBSITE STATS

Pageviews
Unique Pageviews 

Avg. Session Duration



CASE STUDY

BUSABA EATHAI
Busaba Eathai approached us to bring awareness to 
the opening of their new flagship branch in 
Shoreditch.  We proposed to run a soft launch 
offering an exclusive 50% off deal to LOTI readers. 

We created an image which readers had to present 
on arrival at Busaba Eathai to redeem the offer. This 
was emailed to each person who entered.

From this we could acquire data capture and measure 
the success of the offer. We used social media to 
bring attention to our reader offer feature which could 
be used throughout a seven day period. 

The Busaba Eathai offer was a huge success, 
reaching a huge audience of Londoners across the 
city who took up the offer.

Pageviews
Unique Pageviews 

New Users
Avg. Session Duration

Entries to offer

12,894
10,439
2037
0:02:05
2643

WEBSITE STATS
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